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Frontline News

I find it hard to imagine a life without connection. God created us to be 
connected to Him. He also created us to connect with each other. I’ve always 
believed that our greatest power and breakthrough is produced when we are 
part of a unified group, connected as God has designed us to be. 

Think about it, unity is powerful. It threatens the powers of darkness. It is one 
reason why the enemy’s main strategy to bring strife and division. 

A unified body is an overcoming, culture shifting, 
radical force for positive change.

I believe our Warrior Tribe was birthed from God’s heart with these things in 
mind. We were created to train in greater connection and relationship with Him. 
We seek to abide in His heart and see life through His eyes. This is how we will 
bring heaven to earth. Divine connection is the glue that unifies TWC in One 
Heart and One Mind – His. 

Let’s be clear about our passion for unified connectedness in TWC. It’s a myth 
that we all have to be carbon copies of each other. In reality God created us with 
a myriad of wirings. Each one of us sees things uniquely. 

In bringing together all our special perspectives and experiences, we create a 
beautiful kaleidoscope of creative expression and innovation. It is a brilliant 
strategy to help us re-imagine what Kingdom life looks like on earth, as we also 
maintain a close connection with God. This is how we can link arms and help each 
other walk out this amazing Warrior life. 

What great joy is found in this beautiful intertwining of our connection with each 
other and with God? What creative genius can we discover when connecting with 
each other, while abiding in our Creator?

As joy and creative process merge together, a powerful hope comes to life. 
Discouragements give way to “what ifs?” Defeat itself is defeated and we soar 
into limitless possibilities. 

A Life Connected
By Christine Casten
Executive Director of TWC
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Resilience, resolve, passion, belonging, determination…
our Warrior nature rises.

We see greater value in each other. We find a place where our voice adds to the symphony of voices 
rising in our Warrior Community.  

In connecting with God, we learn to prefer one another. In connecting with each other, through the 
Ports of Call Warrior Buddy groups, I believe we will discover amazing ways to help each other rise 
higher. As we each bring our wiring, training, maturing, understanding, and heaven-to-earth 
connection with God, we will grow and gain strength together. 

Can you imagine the force of the entire Warrior Class embracing and demonstrating A Life 
Connected? I can’t wait!



SHARON Rudolph
Director of Member Development
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The Courage of True Belonging
Jesus lived such a miraculous example for us. He is our role model of an individual demonstrating 
an understanding of Who He is, the work before Him, and the cost of that work, while maintaining 
a constant connection with Father God and Holy Spirit. He brought His Kingdom-connection to His 
family, disciples, friends, and acquaintances. While He enjoyed social events and valued the 
families of His friends, He was never manipulated by anyone for the sake of family or friendship.  

His connected life required great courage. Jewish culture at the time was totally focused on fitting 
in to the synagogue community and calling this conformity “belonging.” The greatest fear of so 
many of Jesus’ fellow Israelites was being cast out of this synagogue acceptance.  

Jesus’ life stood in the face of that false version of belonging every day because He knew and 
experienced true belonging with Father and Holy Spirit at all times. He was never sucked into 
counterfeit “fitting in” connections in the place of real belonging.  

In Christ we have the possibility of true belonging and connectedness with other humans.

Being the individuals God created us to be and connecting to others in ways that promote 
Kingdom identities for all, is living the life Jesus modeled.  

By courageously embracing Kingdom identity, we allow others to truly know us and we open space 
for real belonging. As other people step into the space we opened, we will begin to truly know 
them as who God created them to be. We get to partner with God and see and know others the 
way God sees them. This authentic way of belonging is based upon Kingdom life, not what is seen 
in the natural.

True belonging requires “courageous being.”  

Courageous being develops character that maintains healthy boundaries, keeps one’s word, 
maintains confidences, practices values, believes the best, and doesn’t judge others. What aspects 
of “courageous being” would you like to see God develop within you?  

Warriors are in training to learn to live from our identities, loving from Father God’s heart, and 
standing as who we truly are. Jesus did not judge. Jesus did not hold on to a wrong suffered. Jesus 
called people up to who they were in heaven. Our possibilities are the same. 

How is Jesus asking you to follow His example in your connections to others?
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Living in Connection
Linda Smallbones

What would it take for you to know that you know that you are never ‘left out’ in 
God’s heart? 

Have you ever felt left out? There are a number of reasons the world may exclude 
us either directly or indirectly due to our age, race, social class, gender or 
education level… you name it! When we are left out, we can feel separated and 
disconnected and we may withdraw, rather than seeking the connection we 
actually need, both with God and others. 

God promises that we are never left out. “Who then could ever separate us from 
the endless love of God’s Anointed One? Absolutely no one! For nothing in the 
universe has the power to diminish his love towards us. Troubles, pressures, and 
problems are unable to come between us and heaven’s love. What about 
persecutions, deprivations, dangers, and death threats? No, for they are impotent 
to hinder omnipotent love.” Romans 8:35 (The Passion Translation). 

In TWC we focus on two levels of connection. The first level is our individual 
connection with the Lord, in which we are learning to know that we are loved, even 
when we don’t feel it. The second level of connection is with our fellow Warriors. 
When we live in intimate connection with the Father, connections with others start 
to grow and flourish. But this still involves us taking some initiative and practicing 
intentionality.  

Here is my invitation to you. If you’re feeling disconnected or ‘left out’ in TWC, 
have a conversation with your Papa. And then, take a step towards connection. 
Building relationships in a virtual community takes a steady progression of 
interactions and participation over time. Your showing up on training calls and 
participating in them matters. Your Facebook interactions on the Warrior Class 
page matter. Taking time to encourage a fellow Warrior matters. 

What are you willing to invest so that you see connection growing? How does He 
wish you to be a conduit of connection for your fellow Warriors? 

Nothing can separate you from His love. You matter. 

You
are 

never 
left 
out 
of  

God’s 
Heart.



What is God sharing with 
you about your personal 

Port of Call word?How does a life 
connected to God 
generate creativity and 
genius?
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Look for these questions on Facebook. They come from our Frontline articles and 
are here to generate more conversation with our TWC Tribe. As you read Frontline, 

look at these questions and get ready to answer them over the next few weeks! 

What aspect of our 
Warrior Nature do you 

value most?

What  steps are you 
taking for deeper 

connections in 
TWC?

What is your instead for 
the enemy’s lie that you 
are alone, isolated and 
disconnected? 

How are you practicing 
“courageous being?”

Share an identity 
statement from your 
Port of Call word.

What persona is God 
revealing through your 

Port of Call word?

What does a “Life 
Connected” mean to 

you?



TWC Training
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Regional Training Day in California Tomorrow!
Call to Intercession

Attention Warriors! Christine is going to be 
in California from September 6-21st. She will 
be meet with Warriors in Sacramento/Tahoe 
and various cities south to LA and San Diego. 

In addition to the Regional Training Day 
below, we will have local times of connection 
in various cities along the way. We will post 
these on our Facebook page. Contact 
twc.memberservices@gmail.com if you are 
in those areas or want more information. 

On September 14th, Christine and
Connie Jennings will share more on 
the eternal milestones of our lives 
and the new thing God is doing in 
TWC and in the Church in this 
season. We will also have activations!
We hope to see you there! 

Come and/or pray for our Regional Training 
Days!

Regional Training Day – Warriors, family 
and friends invited to come! 

Theme: Eternal Milestones 
Date: September 14th

Time:  9:00am – 12:00 noon
Where: Calvary Community Church, 5495 
Via Rocas, Westlake Village, CA.

We plan to continue the 
conversations started at the Training 
Day into lunch and possibly dinner. 
Stay tuned to Facebook and find 
Connie’s post about this event on 

our Facebook page or see the Events 
page on our public side of the 
website.

Website Highlight

Hopefully you have set up your account and created your new passwords! The password we sent you 
in July has timed out. If you still need to set up your account, please go to the login screen on the 
website. 

Type in the email you use for TWC and click on the “forgot password” link below. You will receive a 
new temporary password so you can log in and then create your own password. If you need more 
help, please contact twc.memberservices@gmail.com. 

Spoiler Alert: We will continue to add more upgrades to the website over the next few months and it 
will become an even more vital part of our TWC community. 

mailto:twc.memberservices@gmail.com
mailto:twc.memberservices@gmail.com


Fulfilling Wheels Within Wheels Word 
and 

Warrior Buddy Groups 

If you recall the Wheels Within Wheels prophetic word released over TWC in Training Days (Anaheim 
2016 – look for post on FB from Christine Casten) you can see that these Warrior Buddy groups are the 
embodiment of the Wheels. The Ports of Call words (Training Days 2019, Training Journal 18) will be 
the hub for those wheels. And God is the axel around which the wheels spin. 

As Natalie prophetically pioneers and maps out some of the things we are envisioning for the Ports of 
Call Buddy groups,* we thought we’d share her insights with you. Enjoy what she shares and allow it 
to spark your own conversations with God as we prepare for these groups to begin meeting towards 
the end of September. 

*If you have not yet signed up for a Warrior Buddy Port of Call group, contact 
twc.memberservices@gmail.com. In your email, please include the Port of Call word the Lord has 
highlighted to you for this season, if you have one. 

Treasure Hunting
Collecting and Connecting Keys of Identity

Natalie Timmerman

Riding the wave of Momentum training days, to me has meant being joyfully intentional about 
my present process and circumstances. Just before training days, I had stepped into one of the 
toughest seasons of my life. Through circumstances beyond my control, my world turned 
upside down, and I moved myself and my 4 children away from everything we knew. 

Because of my training in TWC, I knew I needed a map for the days ahead. So I collected the 
dots, the prophetic words, pictures and drawings from the creative activation and other 
personal exchanges between the Lord and I.

I meditated on key scriptures, soaked in the astonishment of the connections I made and 
conversations I had. I played recordings from the prophetic picture activation. I was blessed to 
have someone sing a song over me, which very much soothed my soul in the darkest night. 

As always, I followed my Lord’s leading- when to move, when to be still, when to write and 
when to just sit and enjoy the warmth of the day. Holy Spirit connected it all. He ebbed and 
flowed with me to produce a new crafted prayer from all the pieces I collected. I would often 
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re-read the prophetic word (Port of Call word) 
and verse and highlight or write down phrases 
that stood out. Several times it had been just 
the piece of provision I needed to get through 
the next storm.

Then came the night of writing. Even editing 
becomes a beautiful time spent with Jesus. 
There’s a delightful exchange and series of 
upgrades usually in my process. It flowed 
together and finally emerged as a crafted 
identity prayer. 

I shared with some TWC buddies, one of whom 
asked for clarification on one of the points, 
which led to an “x” marks the spot moment. I 
knew I had been needing some new ID 
statements which I had been collecting pieces 
for as well. 

All my friend said to me was, 

“I think there’s more in that for you.” 

It sparked more exploring, conversations with 
Holy Spirit and divine exchanges. Soon after 
the TWC wide call, my spirit stirred once again 
and my new ID statements flew out of that “x” 

marks the spot. 

The synergy we have as a collective, is the 
most mysterious and amazing thing I’ve 
experienced. TWC is not just people in training 
on a common journey. God is up to something 
dazzling and beautiful indeed. 

I am seeing first-hand how this tribe, this army 
family, is becoming a unified, flowing, fluid 
wave of stunning glory. We reflect His nature 
to each other with such fascinating brilliance, 
one cannot help but be elevated to new 
heights and enabled to love more fiercely than 
ever, revealing our collective beauty as His 
bride. 

We get to be clothed in rainbows of living color 
as our faith becomes a wraparound shield of 
Hope to one another. As we walk through 
shadows and valleys of death together, we can 
remember even darkness is light to our God. 

We walk in true humility holding each other 
accountable to become the person God sees 
and to joyfully and intentionally walk toward 
our true selves.

Thank you, Lord, for my wonderful share, my inheritance as a saint of light.

As You till the ground of my heart, the light of Your majestic nature is revealed.

As I abide in daily expectation of Your marvelous ways, my heart opens to the beauty of Your light in 
me.

This light is magnified and increases as You teach and train me to catch, carry and release the full 
measure of Your presence.

I remain in a place of humility to sustain a powerful, unstoppable love that nothing can defeat.

The brightness of Your love in me is a fortified city of light that can be seen in the darkest night, a 
lighthouse that expands to the ends of the earth.

My Presence Abider Crafted Prayer
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By day and night, You increase my light and teach me well to walk in maturity, always remembering 
the instructions You place deep inside my mind.

I dwell in the place of Your heart in the courtship of our love, a refining fire of endless new 
beginnings.

You fill my garden with ALL joy, peace and confidence, providing tender places to plant and produce 
harvests that feed nations.

We align and ignite irresistible engagements of intimacy that release rivers of revelation knowledge.

Wherever I am, You impart who You are, nourishing humanity and sowing seeds of humility.

Thank You that You are closer than a brother and always by my side.

In Jesus’ name,
Amen

ID Statements

I am a fortified city of light, forever glorifying 
my Father as I reflect His nature.

I am a glory harvester. I catch, carry and 
release the music of my Fathers heart, 
planting seeds of humility and grace.

I am a saint of light, glowing as the beloved 
bride of Christ, spotless, blameless, pure 
hearted and sure- footed.

I am a cageless bird, singing songs of 
deliverance and restoration. My light and 

sound send shockwaves of freedom into the 
earth and sky.

I am a diamond in the dust moving and 
dancing with the wind of the Spirit and the 
beat of life.

I am a dream fulfiller, seizing every 
opportunity to experience the fullness and 
abundance of God’s majestic sovereignty.

I am a treasure hunter with the eyes of Jesus, 
mining gold in people to reveal the facet of 
the bride they are.

I am Joshua, a champion king, creatively 
leading my people into lands of promise, 
provision and manifest destiny.

I am a modern-day 
scribe, walking by 
faith and writing 
from the blissful 
brook of bliss, 
releasing rivers of 
revelation and life.
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Member Spotlight

Daniela Parkinson

About you – My name is Daniela Parkinson. I am an Italian/Mexican from Minnesota, but my newlywed 
husband and I are currently residing in the island of Jamaica for a short season.

I am in my early 20’s and living out of the passionate love that God radically poured into me when I was 
14 years old. My story of salvation is personified in Jesus’ encounter with the adulteress in John 8. He 
encountered me with pure, liquid love at a time in my life where all I could give Him were dirty rags and 
accusations. 

I was truly living in darkness but, in that day, I experienced the light and love I had been searching even 
in the midst of all my sin. I truly have never recovered from that encounter! It has been a journey 
beyond belief to watch Him progressively and lovingly upgrade, transform, and renew His image in me.

One of my favorite chapters in my life is when God presented TWC to me when I was 19 years old. I 
found the joy and acceleration of a company of people who truly lived out of the culture of Kingdom 
intentionality. To all who I have had the honor of speaking to in calls and conferences, I just want to say 
thank you for believing in who God says that I am and always encouraging me to go higher and deeper in 
Him!

What part of God's nature are you discovering? I am currently exploring who God wants to be for me as 
the One who “goes ahead of me to prepare the way.” (Psalm 139:5) I am learning to upgrade my trust in 
ridiculous moments where God wants me to know that He REALLY does provide in difficult moments--
such as when I got stranded in the hustling, bustling city of Kingston a day before my wedding, or when 
He fully paid for the wedding a week before the date through family members who had initially 
threatened not even to attend! He truly never fails nor forsakes.

In what ways are your thoughts and language being upgraded in TWC? In this year, I am upgrading 
thoughts of insecurity regarding the future into powerful confidence as I recognize that God’s presence 
in my present guarantees my victory. I am choosing to practice a language of trust and to be more 
present/future as I stand in His promises.
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I am an Abraham in heart, standing faithful through time and honoring God’s promises over 
my circumstances, inadequacies, and failures.

I am a revivalist, bringing forth people to a place of intimacy with the Godhead. 

I am entrusted with God’s power because my heart is continually governed by His love first.

How are you growing in Becoming the Beloved….
I am growing in Becoming the Beloved by learning how to glory in God’s Fatherhood over 
me. 

I am upgrading my trust by being more aware that 
His presence is always present in every 
circumstance. As I walk with Him, He hedges me 
from before and behind in His love. In my 
weakness, He assures me that He is enough 
as He supplies me with the strength and 
courage necessary to stand my ground.

Look what’s coming…..
We are excited to announce ~ We are doing a Blueprint for TWC and it will be released at the 
beginning of 2020. Woo-hoo!

Everyone in our community has the opportunity to seek God’s heart and sow into it. We will 
also integrate your 3 words the Lord brought forth from each one of you in the spring.

It will be sent out on September 16th with a submission date on or before October 4th. In the 
email, you will also find additional opportunities related to the TWC 2020 Blueprint for next 
year. Be on the lookout!

Social Media: See the blue bar on the next page for connection information!!!

Share some of your Identity 
Statements: I AM AND AM 
BECOMING…
I am now, and am becoming, more 
fully God’s beloved daughter. I am 
grounded in the joy of His heart, 
receiving the fullness of His Kingdom 
treasures from a heart of rest and 
trust in His nature.



Who We Are

The Warrior Class is a global community of passionate people
who train together and pray together. It’s available from any
location with internet access. We focus on the majesty of God
to better understand and encounter our true identity in Christ.
We tap into our unique training resources, coaching and
community connection to rise up as Kingdom Warriors and
create Crafted Prayers of Impact.

WHAT ARE THE PERKS YOU GET AS A WARRIOR 
IN THE WARRIOR CLASS? HERE’S A TASTE!

• We have a unique community – unlike any other! 
• Connect – Transform – Re-imagine – Kingdom Life 

through God’s Eyes!
• Process Focused Training Modules – unique to TWC and 

Kingdom Warrior training. Most are self-paced!
• Access to Specialty Training – (Once Foundations 

training is complete)
• Leadership Development – Developing and living a 

Kingdom culture of leadership
• Team Coaching to support you in your training.
• Dynamic Group Calls – share and hear warrior 

upgrades/transformation
• Training Videos and WarriorTech Support
• Access/Invites to local TWC gatherings
• 8+ years of archived resources – training articles, blogs 

and member highlights
• Community Facebook interaction, conversations, videos 

and call recordings
• Personal Feedback for each completed training
• Intercession Projects (Blueprints) – Invitation to 

contribute 1-3x a year
• Pray Impact Prayers – TWC wide and individually
• Contribute to blogs and member articles – voluntary
• Two Publications a month with more training, powerful 

questions, upcoming events, and articles from our 
warriors in many different roles.

• Discounts – Warrior events, resources, etc.
• Fun, excited, passionate community of Warriors seeking 

the more of God and the delight of seeing Him transform 
us into His image!

• And many more!

We encourage you to enjoy this 
publication of The Warrior Class. We 
created it with you in mind to support 

you on your journey with the Lord. 

You are welcome to print out a copy for 
your personal use and share it with 
friends or send it to them through 

email. 

If you refer to this publication in a 
group or talk, please share the source 
and a little about TWC so others can 

hear more about us. 

Find TWC on social media Currently 
we are posting on 

Facebook 
Heart of The Warrior Class

Instagram
twclassheart

Twitter
@heartofTWC
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